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Exiled former tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky's now-blacklisted NGOs had been involved in educational
projects. Anastasia Khodorkovskaya

Russia on Thursday designated four European civil society and educational groups associated
with exiled former tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky as “undesirable,” a move that risks
significant jail time for those affiliated with them.

The four NGOs blacklisted by Russian prosecutors are the Britain-registered Khodorkovsky
Foundation and its subsidiary Oxford Russia Fund, the Future of Russia Trust philanthropic
fund and the French group European Choice.

Related article: New ‘Undesirables’ Law Expands Activists’ Danger Zone

The Russian Prosecutor General’s Office accused the groups of “threatening the
constitutional order and security of Russia” in a statement.

https://epp.genproc.gov.ru/web/gprf/mass-media/news?item=63197648
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/27/new-undesirables-law-expands-activists-danger-zone


According to the U.S. Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty news website, all four organizations are
involved in educational projects and are part of Khodorkovsky’s network. The Oxford Russia
Fund says it awards 2,000 undergraduate students small scholarships to study humanities at
20 Russian universities every year.

The latest designation comes one week after Russia declared New York-based Bard College,
which had collaborated with the St. Petersburg State University since 1997, an “undesirable”
organization.

Russian law requires the newly declared “undesirable” organizations to disband.

Members of “undesirable” foreign groups face up to four years in prison, while those accused
of organizing its activities in Russia face up to six years in prison.

Another “undesirable” Khodorkovsky group, the Open Russia opposition movement,
disbanded in May to avoid jail sentences for supporters ahead of this fall’s parliamentary
elections. Its former executive director Andrei Pivovarov was later detained after being taken
off a departing flight in Moscow and now faces up to six years in prison under the
“undesirables” law.

Russian authorities have now blacklisted 39 foreign groups as “undesirables” in line with the
2015 law that rights groups see as the Kremlin’s efforts to stifle dissent.

President Vladimir Putin last week signed into law a ban on Russians from cooperating with
“undesirable” groups anywhere in the world.
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